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Defaunation affects carbon storage in
tropical forests
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Carbon storage is widely acknowledged as one of the most valuable forest ecosystem services. Deforestatio
logging, fragmentation, fire, and climate change have significant effects on tropical carbon stocks; however, an
elusive and yet undetected decrease in carbon storage may be due to defaunation of large seed dispersers
Many large tropical trees with sizeable contributions to carbon stock rely on large vertebrates for seed disper-
sal and regeneration, however many of these frugivores are threatened by hunting, illegal trade, and habitat
loss. We used a large data set on tree species composition and abundance, seed, fruit, and carbon-related trait
and plant-animal interactions to estimate the loss of carbon storage capacity of tropical forests in defaunated
scenarios. By simulating the local extinction of trees that depend on large frugivores in 31 Atlantic Forest com-
munities, we found that defaunation has the potential to significantly erode carbon storage even when only a
small proportion of large-seeded trees are extirpated. Although intergovernmental policies to reduce carbon
emissions and reforestation programs have been mostly focused on deforestation, our results demonstrate
that defaunation, and the loss of key ecological interactions, also poses a serious risk for the maintenanc
of tropical forest carbon storage.
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INTRODUCTION
Tropical forests store ~40% of the world’s terrestrial carbon (1), and
their deforestation contributes to ~7 to 17% of the global carbon e
sions (2,3). However, tropical carbon has another silent threat. The
appearance of large frugivores may represent a loss in seed dispe
natural regeneration of large-seeded hardwood plant species, wh
key contributors to carbon storage. Therefore, defaunation is a la
unrecognized threat that can affect the sustainability of tropical fore
carbon.

Forest degradation is related to selective logging, harvest
natural products, fragmentation, fire events, and overhunting (4). The
intensity of unsustainable hunting is a worldwide problem that
increased in the last few decades over tropical forests (5, 6). All studies
on the effects of bushmeat hunting indicate unsustainable leve7).
Hunting threatens approximately 19% of all tropical forest verteb
(8). However, it does not equally affect all animal community species
large vertebrates being affected at disproportionately higher rate9).

The local or functional extinction of large-bodied frugivores has
found implications to forest composition and dynamics because
perform unique ecological roles such as efficient fruit removal, l
distance dispersal, and dispersal of large-seeded plants (5, 10–13). The
efficient consumption and dispersal of large seeds are primar
restricted to wide-gaped large frugivores (14); therefore, seed size
an obvious limiting trait for successful dispersal by frugivores that inge
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whole fruits or seeds (10). In contrast, small-seeded species can be
persed by nonthreatened generalist frugivores, which typically in
small forest fragments (10, 15). Some frugivorous bats (for examp
Artibeusspp.) and terrestrial caviomorph rodents (Dasyproctaspp.)
may occasionally eat large-seeded fruits (16), but bats disperse see
mostly in forest edges and gaps (17), a habitat not suitable for recru
ment of these species (18), whereas large rodents are mainly seed e
(19) and can be also locally extinct in overhunted areas (20).

In addition, there is a well-supported tendency for large hardwoo
species to have larger fruits and seeds (21–23), mainly in relatively intac
forests where carbon stocks are greatest owing to the distinct contribu
tion of large trees (24,25). Wood density, diameter at breast height,
tree height are keys traits positively related to potential carbon stora
capacity across tree species (26). Variation across communities in the
traits, which are associated with changes in species compositio
been demonstrated to directly influence variation in biomass estim
by a staggering 70% (27); thus, we hypothesize that defaunation of la
frugivores, which limits the recruitment of large-seeded species a
duces compositional changes, can alter the community-aggre
values of wood density and height and eventually result in a mar
limited carbon storage capacity.
ed
tRESULTS

Here, we quantified the potential effect of defaunation of large-bodie
seed dispersers on carbon storage on the basis of the relations
tween dispersal and carbon storage traits of 2014 tree species
tropical biodiversity hot spot, the Atlantic Forest (table S1). We
simulated how this relationship affects the carbon storage poten
31 sites that represent the largest forest remnants (table S2) (28).

In each forest site, we simulated extinctions of large-seeded trees
duced by the lack of large frugivores and compared the carbon
between replicated scenarios of defaunation-driven extinctions
null model with random extinctions(Fig. 1). We defined large-seed
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